SUMMARY AND RATINGS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE MAIN PROVISIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION AGREEMENT
Ratings of implementation by the country of the main provisions of the Association Agreements and DCFTAs11

Georgia

Moldova

Ukraine

Political principles, rule
of law
Electoral democracy

1

Dysfunctional democracy, one-party parliament

2

Improving, after years
of instability and
oligarchical power

2.5

Recent elections
correct: President,
Parliament, local12

Human rights

2

Respectable, however,
detention of opposition
leaders

2

Some discrimination of
minorities; problems
in Transnistria

2

Very bad in Donbas
and Crimea; otherwise improving

Rule of law

2

Efficient ordinary justice, marred by political
interference

1.5

Politically corrupt judiciary, needed reform

1.5

Judicial reform badly
needed, not advancing consistently

2.5

Effectively de-corrupted, except for concern
over top-level

1

Poor record so far,
but priority for new
president

1

Marginal improvement, inconsistent
stance of leadership

Anti-corruption

DCFTA
Market access

3

Completely open for
goods and services

2

Industrial products tariff free; agrifood tariff
quotas remain

2

Shift in trade structure from Russia to
EU and China

Customs services

3

Fast, efficient and
de-corrupted

2

Progressing, but still
outdated infrastructure and corruption

2

Long resistance to
reform; advances
now being made

Technical product
standards (TBT)

2

Progress on standards
and institutional infrastructure

2.5

Comprehensive adoption of EU standards

2

Good progress in implementing strategy

Food safety (SPS)

2

Strategy adopted for
completion in 2027

1.5

Comprehensive SPS
strategy, but institutional weaknesses

2

Strategy adopted;
progress in implementation

Services

3

Extremely liberal
regime

2

Liberal regime for
imports and rights of
establishment

2.5

Ukraine more liberal
than the EU for
establishment

Public procurement

3

Efficient, highly rated
system

2

Significant progress in
modernising system
on EU lines

2.5

E-procurement system acclaimed; risks
of backtracking

1.5

Limited progress in
IPR protection and
enforcement

2.5

Largely in line with best
international practice

1.5

Legal framework
mostly in place, but
enforcement still weak

Competition policy

2

Largely consistent with
EU policies

1.5

Competition Council
needs enhanced enforcement capacity

2

Laws okay, but
authority of government agency at risk

Statistics

2

Steady progress toward
EU standards

2

Progressive implementation of EU practice

2

Significant progress
in adopting EU methodologies

I ntellectual property
rights (IPR)

11

Note that these ratings were concluded in February 2021 when Georgia’s recent political crisis was at its height, and have not been revised in the light of the
resolution of the crisis in May.

Note: ratings follow the methodology that the European Commission uses in its annual evaluation of the Balkan states, where 3 is a good rating in preparedness in
relation to EU standards, 2 indicates moderate preparation, and 1 some preparation. Source for the ratings: M. Emerson et al, op. cit.
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Georgia

Moldova

Georgia

Political principles, rule
of law

Ukraine

Moldova

Ukraine

Economic cooperation
2

Overall sound policies,
still vulnerable to
external shocks

1.5

Vulnerable to shocks,
dependence on IMF/
EU loans

1.5

Financial services

2.5

Sound banking sector,
approx. of EU laws
progresses

2

Still shadow of 2014
banking fraud, no
funds recovered

2

Proceeding with
comprehensive alignment on EU laws

Transport

2.5

Important regional
role, approx. of EU laws
progresses

1.5

Civil aviation advances;
road haulage problem
with the EU

1

Road transport
needs action by
Ukraine (and EU)

Energy

1

Some important unbundling commitments
outstanding

2

Gas and electricity
connections with
Romania advance

2

Major challenges
being addressed;
joining Green Deal

Environment

2

Gradual approx. of EU
laws, with long transition periods

1.5

Heavy commitments,
adverse climate
change impacts

2

Comprehensive,
costly, long-term
action engaged

Digital & cyber

3

Advanced digital
regulatory and cyber
security regimes

2

Fast growing sector,
e-government progressing; weak cyber

2.5

Dynamic digital and
cybersecurity sectors

Gradual advance, previously neglected sector

1

Consumer rights frequently neglected

1.5

Progress in product
safety, but much
more outstanding

1.5

Reforms in progress,
with delays

1.5

Legislative action,
but uncertain enforcement

Macroeconomic policy

Consumer protection

1.5

Company law

2

Approx. of EU directives ongoing

 mployment & social
E
policy

2

Progress in safety standards, but problems
still (mining)

 isa regime,
V
movement of people

1.5

Education & culture

Gender equality

Civil society

Improved but still
vulnerable; IMF/EU
aid-dependent

2

Approximation mostly
done, COVID impacts
very severe

2

ILO conventions
okay, but new Labour
Code outstanding

Positive visa-free with
EU, but excessive fake
asylum

1.5

Visa-free regime widely used; spikes in fake
asylum requests

2.5

Massive visa-free
travel; temporary
Covid stoppage

2

Ongoing reform processes, but weak high
school standards

2.5

Schooling standards
favourable, but education reset needed

2.5

High educational
standards, comparable to EU neighbours

2

Some progress in gender mainstreaming, pay
gaps problem

2.5

Positive rating, boosted by new female
prime minister

2.5

Comparable to EU
neighbours

2.5

NGOs effective in
holding government to
account

2.5

Active in holding government to account

3

Competent, forceful
advocates of reform

METHODOLOGY
A specific methodology is used for evaluating the implementation of all the main chapters of the Agreement and its DCFTA.
Apart from summary comments on each chapter, the table contains numerical ratings in the range of 1 to 3. This follows the
practice of the Commission in its assessment of how well the Balkan states are faring in their implementation of the same
chapters13 in the context of their bids to accede to the EU. Broadly speaking, a mark of 3 signifies good implementation, and
2 signifies moderate degrees of implementation, or a reasonable state of work in progress where there are still time lags
for implementation. 1 signifies only ‘some’ progress in implementation, and 0 means no progress.
The detailed information could be found in the following publications:

Ukraine
Emerson et al. (2021) Deepening EU-Ukrainian Relations: Updating and Upgrading in the Shadow of COVID-19. Third Edition.
Source: https://3dcftas.eu/publications/deepening-eu-ukrainian-relations-updating-and-upgrading-in-the-shadow-of-covid19.-third-edition

Moldova
Emerson et al. (2021) Deepening EU-Moldovan Relations: Updating and Upgrading in the Shadow of COVID-19. Third Edition.
Source: https://3dcftas.eu/publications/deepening-eu-moldovan-relations-updating-and-upgrading-in-the-shadow-of-covid19.-third-edition

Georgia
Emerson et al. (2021) Deepening EU-Georgian Relations: Updating and Upgrading in the Shadow of COVID-19. Third Edition.
Source: https://3dcftas.eu/publications/deepening-eu-georgian-relations-updating-and-upgrading-in-the-shadow-of-covid19.-third-edition

13

M. Emerson, S. Blockmans, D. Cenusa, T. Kovziridze and V. Movchan, ‘Balkan and Eastern European Comparisons: Building a New Momentum for the European
integration of the Balkans and Eastern European associated states’, CEPS, February, 2021.

